What was the inspiration for this cover design?
===============================================

We decided to show the new rotaxane switch on a background image representing the old electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrometer used in Bologna in the 80s and 90s. Back then, we would have never imagined that one day we would be able to switch on/off EPR signals with a molecular machine!
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What was the biggest challenge on the way to the results presented in this paper?
=================================================================================

The use of movement to perform tasks is an open issue for artificial molecular machines. In this case, the challenge was to ensure that embedding the nitroxide radicals in the rotaxane components did not compromise the shuttling. Moreover, due to the presence of the paramagnetic centers, the complete characterization of the spin-labeled interlocked molecule was not a trivial task.

How did the collaboration on this project start?
================================================

All the groups involved in this work are interested in molecular machines. Together, we form an ideal team, as the Credi group has well-recognized experience in the field of molecular shuttles, while the Mezzina and Lucarini groups add their synthetic background and EPR spectroscopic expertise. Currently, we are extending our collaboration for the preparation and characterization of more sophisticated spin-labeled molecular devices.

What future opportunities do you see in light of the results presented in this paper?
=====================================================================================

A system of this kind represents a first step towards a new generation of nanoscale magnetic switches that may be of interest for information and communication technology (ICT) applications. Spin labeling in molecular machines is also interesting because correlations between radical pairs, monitored by pulsed-EPR methods, enable detailed conformational analyses, dynamics studies, and precise measurements of nanoscale distances. This is important to gain more understanding of the operation mechanism of such nanoscale devices.
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